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Long ago, Greg Salinger was the Foolkiller, a vigilante targeting perpetrators of foolish crimes. He
was one of Deadpool’s Mercs for Money, but left to try a normal life as a psychologist treating former
costumed criminals. He had some success—an apartment, a lovely girlfriend, Melanie—but Greg
couldn’t psychoanalyze so many fools without killing a few. While he wrestled with guilt, Kurt Gerhardt,
the maniac who once took on the Foolkiller mantle when Greg was inactive, began sabotaging Greg’s
new life. His job and relationship ruined, Greg had no choice but to suit up and confront Kurt in the
current hideout of Parker Robbins—the fallen super villain, Hood.
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you may
think you're a
hero, but you're
don quixote.

I have no qualms with
admitting I’m more like a deadly
sexually transmitted disease
than an antibiotic.

you may
find a way
to win the
battle.
but, like
certain stds,
kurt gerhardt
is for life. I
will come
back.

I
have a
purpose as
well, but
yours is
obvious. in
this #@%$
society,
obvious
always
comes out
on top.

I was born
to be the yin to
your yang.
the
consequences
of your hackneyed
attempts at heroic
pretension made
real.
the--

what the
@#$%...

they
I mean,
usually let
yeah, I back
the
bad
guy ramble
it…but nobody
on and then have a
does that.
protracted
battle.

isn’t
he your…
big bad
nemesis?

I think
people consider this
kind of thing to be
anticlimactic.
anticlimactic?

I know. he
just kept
talking and
talking.

what did he
think I was
going to do?
just stand
here?

I think
this is a fairly
pivotal moment,
hood.

I just
have to
know...

why help
why?
why me? that psychopath
gerhardt wreck
my life?

that
wasn’t the
whoa main reason.
there,
obviously.
dawg.
I wanted
him to find
you so I could
work with
you.

well, first
of all, he paid
me a lot of
money.

talk.

